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Foreword
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Preface
Events of all sizes are shaped and influenced by current and contemporary issues, such as the evolution of 
technology; the increase of new emerging destinations, global terrorism and the need for more robust risk 
assessment, as well as a change in mindset brought about by renewed emphasis on environmental stewardship 
and globalisation. All of these issues have been discussed within this book, with the exception of the global 
pandemic we now know as Covid-19, as final drafts were completed before the emergence of this crisis. The 
concept of this book is to present real event challenges and outcomes, from various stakeholder perspectives. 
This crisis may well be one of the biggest challenges the industry has faced, so the way in which venues and 
events adapt and transform themselves will ultimately dictate the outcome of the recovery phase, both in 
the short and longer term.  

At this stage we can only surmise the economic fallout of this pandemic and how it will continue to affect 
the events industry and other sectors. It is difficult to see how the industry will be able to recover without a 
huge injection of financial support and it is already apparent that many companies will not survive. The event 
calendar for 2020 has literally been wiped out, with cancellations of  mass gatherings across all sectors in 
all countries and some large blue-chip corporations predicting that large scale events will not resume until 
Spring 2021 at the earliest, as  longer lead times and social distancing will inevitably make  events more 
logistically and financially challenging to deliver. This will especially be the case for event types with large 
attendee numbers, such as festivals, sporting events and exhibitions.

Whilst this has been a time of deep concern and uncertainty, some favourable outcomes have been recorded 
during the time of lockdown, such as ecological improvements to natural habitats, adoption of paperless 
solutions and a decrease in air and noise pollution levels, as a direct result of less air and traffic congestion. 
This reminds us all how quickly environmental sustainability can take place, once we start to implement 
positive changes.

Over the past decade events have adapted to find ways to downsize and scale back in times of austerity. We 
have seen how quickly cuts within this high yielding sector can impact economic growth within destinations 
that depend on events taking place in them, and how adaptable, resilient and versatile this industry is, as seen 
following the last global recession, when the industry bounced back with renewed efficiency and creativity.

We have also already seen how almost overnight, as the world locked down, the industry managed to adapt 
and seamlessly morph itself, using digital platforms and social media to communicate to their internal 
and external clients, generate new leads, share knowledge and best practice and spread positivity.  
Hardly surprising then that amongst event professionals there is now a feeling of cautious optimism, that 
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post-lockdown there is an opportunity for the industry to re-evaluate and relaunch itself; to offer stakeholders 
something more dynamic and more in keeping with the current zeitgeist. This transformation would probably 
have taken place over the next five years or so anyway, but the pandemic has fast forwarded the process 
and irreversibly altered the events landscape as never before.

So, what changes are we likely to see in the industry post Covid-19? In the short term conferences and 
events will undoubtedly take place closer to home, eliminating the need for international travel. Smaller and 
local events are predicted to be the first to re-emerge. These events will be flipped from the norm, starting 
out as remote or hybrid, then gradually reverting to physical or face-to-face events, once people start to 
feel more confident and risk assessment allows for group travel and meetings. Some of the more imminent 
changes might be:

• New capacity charts will be needed to allow for social distancing and venues will draw up new rules for 
set up, replacing theatre style seating and auditoriums with smaller more intimate spaces

• Venues will reassess their risk assessment to revise minimum numbers; ensure delegates and audiences 
are not placed in close proximity to each other; install sufficient hand sanitisers and face masks; take 
delegate temperatures on arrival etc.

• Venue contracts, payment terms and Ts & Cs will need to build in more flexible clauses to allow for a 
possible resurgence of the pandemic

• Event insurance companies will need to build in cover for global pandemics as part of their offering
• Delegate registration will be conducted pre-event, by means of an online link
• Plenary Q & A sessions, taking audience questions with a roving microphone will be a thing of the past, 

with all questions now being posed through social media
• Destination Management Companies (DMCs) will offer agencies virtual familiarisation trips, using virtual 

360 renderings and interactive content to promote and sell destinations
• Conference keynote speakers will repeat sessions to delegates, who will pre-book slots in advance of 

sessions 
• Conference packs and any joining instructions will be paperless to reduce contamination. 

Post Covid-19 we will start to quickly to realise the benefits these new practises afford, so the old way of 
working will soon become obsolete. Technology will be used to enhance the industry and in the longer term 
the ‘new normal’ might include a more progressive, sustainable and socially responsible way of working, 
that considers legacy, integrates virtual and hybrid content, boosts homeworking, self-employment and 
freelancing and reduces the need for overseas conference travel. 

I do not believe that virtual events will be a long-term replacement for face-to-face programmes or live events. 
Creativity, artistry and innovation will always be valued in this industry and technical solutions alone, even 
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with increased use of artificial intelligence, virtual and extended reality, are not able to deliver creativity 
and interaction in the same way. There will always be the need to get together with peers, to listen to live 
music in real time within the setting of a festival, or watch a football match live at a stadium, that no amount 
of animation or remote transmission could replicate. 

Audiences will always want an immersive event experience, but live streaming will be used on an increasing 
basis to engage more people, whilst not totally replacing the physical event experience. Incentive travel will 
also never be replaced by cash incentives, as only a memorable travel experience can motivate and boost 
top talent within an organisation enough to retain them and generate increased performance levels.

During and after this crisis, communication will be more important than ever, both with clients, supply chains 
and internal and external stakeholders. A variety of digital platforms, applications, social media and portals, 
such as Zoom, WebEx, Skype, Facetime, Google Meet & Hangouts will continue to deliver virtual and virtual 
plus hybrid content to virtual audiences, but this will become far more sophisticated, with more interactive 
and engaging content, including hackathons, gamification, digital avatars, online cooking demonstrations, 
polling, chillout zones etc. 

Other popular communication tools will be WhatsApp broadcasts, Facebook groups and Instagram Television. 
Project mapping and webcasts will increasingly be used to communicate key messages, educate audiences 
and drive sales. The use of 2D and 3D animation, infographics, animated pictures, art installations, game 
engines, Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) renders, motion caption and photo real visual effects will all be used 
to communicate with key stakeholders. Brand influencers will promote and sponsor event brands and products 
to target demographics using social media platforms, and sponsors will be happy to have their products 
endorsed on virtual platforms, without the need to shake hands in real time. All of these mechanisms will be 
used in the longer term to deliver hybrid event experiences and enhance audience engagement throughout 
all stages of the event cycle. 

How this will roll out in real terms is still to be seen, but it is becoming increasingly evident; in future years 
event professionals will measure, evaluate and discuss the functionality and delivery of events in terms of 
pre and post 2020 and the global sea change brought about by this unprecedented occurrence. I hope you 
will reading enjoy this book and find it a useful and informative retrospective on how this innovative and 
comparatively new sector, we know as the events industry, has undergone radical transformation over the 
last twenty years and will continue to evolve and adapt at an even greater speed in future. 
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